
NUMERICAL INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
IN ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

CAWILLIAM New-Discusses all classes of step by step methods suit- 

A able for the automatic numerical integration of general 
problems. Covers the derivation of methods, the theory 
of error and convergence, and the practical implementa- 
tion on a computer. Includes theoretical and computational 
end-of-the-chapter problems, many numerical examples 
showing error behavior, numerical comparisons of dif- 
ferent methods, and a large bibliography. 
* July 1971, approx. 304 pp., $12.95 (62660-6) 

COLLECTIVELY COMPACT OPERATOR 
APPROXIMATION THEORY 

New-Provides an introduction to a currently active field 
of research, presenting a recently developed abstract oper- 
ator approximation theory and various applications to 

_~d~g) numerical integration approximations of integral operators. 

Stae The theory is based on a new concept, that of a collectively 
compact (completely continuous) operator. Both linear and 

U pIIYRTS~tI nonlinear operators are treated. Valuable for courses and 
seminars at the graduate level. 
* August 1971, 128 pp., $12.50 (14067-3) 

THE SMART RETRIEVAL SYSTEM: Experi- 
ments in Automatic Document Processing 

GEDRAL New-Deals with the design and application of fully 
automatic information retrieval systems. The design of 

SALTON the automatic SMART document retrieval system is de- 
scribed in the areas of systems evaluation, automatic 
language analysis, automatic document classification and 

9nivet'Sit&I search, user feedback procedures, adaptive document and 
query modification, and operational comparisons with 
conventional manually-based retrieval systems. 
* August 1971, 544 pp., $15.00 (81452-5) 

For further PRENTICE-HALL, Box 903 
information: Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 
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tablo 2. o Pnentatine of the grota of the classierel knots. 

T. top lise for se knot swa the following. in or~er! 

(a) / tb 2 dgit a of te Kot. 

(W) h anter, cog, of "'icd*qast generators. 

(?) the total ater of words in the pre**i tinfl,fVOrT. ernting thf 

indrpdnt generator* the dpendent geprrators * the relitnra,, 

sO the legitude. 

(d-) the torso amer of the quadntic fora of K 

The *su*bee t line starting vith x * e.g. x , Is . . . * n thle P ?r r*fi on 

tor tbh dendent geseraton in term of the prereeling r.enerstors. 

We store the word x A .t , * a a e i c v ... in t' format. 

; _1 is coded 1 1? P Ilt. 

Lack legituds runs parallel to the orientation tie nv taken frrr tthe kg.tt ftnl 

estee v i Xth 


